Control of habitual instrumental actions by anticipation of postingestive sensations.
In animal behavioral experiments, extended training causes instrumental actions that deliver ingestible substances to lose sensitivity to outcome devaluation and contingency degradation, and to gain direct sensitivity to the current motivational state. These features of habitual control have been attributed to a process that relies on stimulus-response (S-R) associations linking the context to instrumental actions and Pavlovian associations linking the same context to orally-sensed properties of substances attained there. This Pavlovian process was conceived based on the results of irrelevant incentive experiments, but it is not supported by the results of all such experiments. An alternative process is therefore proposed here. In this process, recall of the instrumental action is evoked by an S-R association, but the rate at which this action is then performed is controlled by anticipation of postingestive sensations that have frequently followed it. This anticipation relies on recall of an association linking the action directly to the postingestive sensations. This association is learned during the formation of a chunked action series that begins with the instrumental action and ends with a consummatory response. It enables a prediction of subjective value that is directly influenced by the current motivational state, but is not influenced by devaluation or non-contingent delivery of the substance that has produced the postingestive sensations.